Cake

DECORATING GUIDE
Ideas from our most TALENTED DECORATORS

We understand that you need to offer your customers unique
cakes each month. So we used ideas from our most talented decorators,
combined these with our fantastic products, and enhanced them with insights
from sweet baked goods consumers to bring you a comprehensive guide
that will help you design your bakery’s cake offerings.
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German Chocolate Wonder

Dulce de Leche Delight

This classic German Chocolate cake is the perfect way to
celebrate National Pecan Month in April! The gorgeous
design and rich flavor will have your customers begging
for it long after April has passed.

Chocolate and caramel are a delectable combination!
The Dulce de Leche icing is smooth and creamy and the
chocolate blossoms add texture to this cake.

Bake 8” round Bakers Request™ German Chocolate cake
layers. Smooth the Select™ German Chocolate Icing over
first layer of cake with a spatula. Gently place a second
cake layer on the icing. Base ice the sides of the cake with
VelveTop® Chocolate Pre-Whipped Non-Dairy Icing. Spread
German Chocolate icing over the top of the cake. Using
VelveTop®, pipe elongated reversed “S” as shown - going
from top to bottom around entire side of cake. Pipe one
rosette on center of the cake and place chocolate striped
pecans around edge of cake as shown.
• 00576704 Bakers Request™ German Chocolate Cake Mix
• 00464579 VelveTop® Chocolate Pre-Whipped Non-Dairy
Icing and Filling
• 00999360 Select™ German Chocolate Cake Icing
• 00929549 Dawn® Triple Chocolate Icing
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Bake 8” round Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food cake layers.
Mix VelveTop® Vanilla Liquid Non-Dairy Icing and Filling
and Glossy Carmel Icing to desired flavor then smooth a
layer over cake with a spatula. Gently place a second cake
layer on the filling. Base ice the cake with the VelveTop®
and Carmel Icing mixture. Drizzle heated Triple Chocolate
Icing over the top of the cake in a random pattern. Do
the same with heated Glossy Caramel Icing. Using a star
tip, pipe rosettes of VelveTop® around the top edge of the
cake. Add Dark Chocolate Blossoms to the base of the cake
and sprinkle more on the center of the cake. Place malted
chocolate balls on top of each rosette as shown.
•
•
•
•

00495128 Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food Cake Mix
00492687 VelveTop® Vanilla Liquid Non-Dairy Icing and Filling
00920282 Glossy Carmel Icing
00929549 Dawn® Triple Chocolate Icing
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Ultimate Chocolate Cake

The Chocolate Fantasy

This over-the-top chocolate cake is designed to attract
attention! Made out of Devil’s Food cake mix, dark
chocolate jimmies, and chocolate roses, your customers
will be lost in a chocolate euphoria.

This chocolate cake will add glamour to your display case!
It’s swirled icing and marbled chocolate pencils will dazzle
your customers.

Bake 8” round Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food cake layers.
Smooth the Chocolate VelveTop® Icing over first layer of
cake with a spatula. Gently place a second cake layer on
the icing. Base ice the cake with Chocolate VelveTop®.
Gently press Dark Chocolate Sprinkles around the entire
cake. Using the VelveTop®, pipe 7 roses on the center of the
top of the cake. Create leaves from Dawn® Spred N Gloss
Chocolate Cake Icing.
• 00495128 Bakers Request™ Devils Food Cake Mix
• 00464579 VelveTop® Chocolate Pre-Whipped Non-Dairy
Icing and Filling
• 00019430 Spred N Gloss™ Chocolate Cake Icing

Bake 8” round Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food cake layers.
Smooth a layer of Chocolate VelveTop® over a cake layer
with a spatula. Gently place a second cake layer on the
icing. Base ice the cake with more VelveTop® Icing. Using a
spatula, gently swipe the icing in a diagonal motion around
the side of the cake as shown. Using a star tip, pipe swirls
along the base of the cake. Starting with the outermost
swirls, pipe more VelveTop® on the top of the cake, building
layers as you go. Finish with Marbled Chocolate Pencils
placed along the side and in the center of the cake. Dust
the top and base of the cake with cocoa powder.
• 00495128 Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food Cake Mix
• 00464579 VelveTop® Chocolate Pre-Whipped Non-Dairy
Icing and Filling
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Lemon Raspberry Splendor

“I Love My Red Velvet” Cake

Bright colors and unusual textures will inspire customers
to take a closer look. Amazing flavors and your bakery’s
reputation will entice them to take this cake home!

This 5” layer cake is perfect for 2 to share. Red velvet
cake and cream cheese icing topped with white chocolate
is very trendy.

Bake 8” round Bakers Request™ White cake layers. Smooth
the Lemon Filling over first layer of cake with a spatula.
Gently place a second cake layer on the filling. Base ice
the cake with Vanilla VelveTop®. Using a leaf tip, pull the
VelveTop® up from the bottom of the cake in a single line.
Repeat all around the side of the cake. Fill in the top of the
cake with more lemon filling. Using more Vanilla VelveTop
and a small leaf tip, pipe spikes around the edge of the
cake as shown. Pipe a few more spikes in the center of the
lemon filling and gently place the ripe raspberries on the
cake. Gently press White Chocolate Blossoms around the
base of the cake to finish it off.

Bake 5” Bakers Request™ Red Velvet cake layers. Smooth
the Cream Cheese Filling over first layer of cake with a
spatula. Gently place a second cake layer on the filling.
Base ice the cake with Select™ Cream Cheese Icing. Pipe a
shell border of Cream Cheese Icing around the top edge of
the cake. Heat and drizzle white chocolate over the cake.
Sprinkle heart shaped decorettes around the cake.

• 00499865 Bakers Request™ White Cake Mix
• 00464561 VelveTop® Vanilla Non-Dairy Icing
• Select™ Lemon Filling
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• 00547862 Bakers Request™ Red Velvet Cake Mix
• 00873358 Cream Cheese Icing
• 01062786 PastryTime® Cream Cheese Filling
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Creme de Menthe Enchantment Chocolate Mint Marvel
This moist chocolate cake is topped with our smooth mint
Icing and sprinkled with dark chocolate blossoms to create
a delicious combination that your customers will love!
Bake 8” short, round layers of Dawn® Baker’s Request™
Devil’s Food cake mix. Wrap a plastic band around the first
cake layer and pour heated Triple Chocolate Icing over the
cake. Pipe on a layer of mint icing. Layer cake, chocolate
icing, and mint icing twice more for a total of three layers.
Using a large star tip, pipe 8 mint rosettes around the top
edge of the cake. Pipe one final rosette in the center of the
cake and sprinkle with Dark Chocolate Blossoms.
• 00495128 Bakers Request™ Devils Food Cake Mix
• 00976590 VelveTop™ Vanilla Non-Dairy Icing,
mint extract, and green food coloring
• 00929549 Triple Chocolate Icing

This cake is a comfort food classic made from Devil’s Food
cake mix and Mint Icing. Both the colors and design will
grab the attention of your customers, enticing them to take
this home to enjoy.
Bake 8” Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food cake layers. Smooth
mint icing over first layer of cake with a spatula. Gently
place a second cake layer on the icing. Base ice the cake
with mint icing. Pipe a circular ruffle border around the top
edge of the cake using a quick icer tip, serrated side up.
Pipe 4 small rosettes in the center of the cake using a large
star tip. Gently press Dark Chocolate Blossoms around the
base of the cake and sprinkle more on top. Slice chocolate
mints and place them on the cake as shown.
• 00495128 Bakers Request™ Devils Food Cake Mix
• 00976590 VelveTop™ Vanilla Non-Dairy Icing, mint
extract, and green food coloring
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Blueberry Pomegranate Bare Cake Pink Coconut Bliss
Mix and bake cake mix according to directions on bag.
Allow cake layers to cool completely. Mix 1 oz of Pastry
Time® Blueberry Filling to 3 lbs of Dawn® White Frosting.
To assemble, place one layer of cake on a cake stand
or plate. With a large round nozzle, pipe Blueberry
Buttercreme kisses over the top of the cake layer. Place
the second layer and repeat. Repeat with the third layer
leaving room in the center. Decorate with fresh blueberries
and pomegranate seeds.
•
•
•
•
•
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00495128 — Baker’s Request™ White Cake Mix
01385980 — Dawn® White Frosting
Exceptional™ Pouch Paks® Blueberry Filling
Blueberries
Pomegranate Seeds

A fluffy coconut covering over this strawberry iced cake
tempts your customers to spoil themselves! Ideal for serving
during the spring season, this cake beautifully complements
any Easter basket.
Bake 8” Bakers Request™ White cake layers. Smooth a
layer of Cotton Candy Pink Frosting over a cake layer with
a spatula. Gently place a second cake layer on the filling.
Base ice the cake with Cotton Candy Pink Frosting. Gently
press flaked coconut into the sides and top of the cake. Add
candy flowers for added visual appeal.
• 00499865 Bakers Request™ White Cake Mix
• 02311992 Cotton Candy Pink Frosting
• Flaked Coconut
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Strawberry Love

Chocolate Strawberry Sensation

Dazzlingly shiny strawberries top this heart shaped
cake that is perfect to eat on an anniversary or other
special celebration.

Perfect for Mother’s Day - moms are sure to love this
decadent chocolate strawberry cake! The Devil’s Food Cake
mix is complemented with strawberry icing, chocolate
shavings, and chocolate dipped strawberries.

Bake heart shaped Bakers Request™ White cake layers.
Smooth a layer of Mi Panadería® Strawberry Filling and
Glaze over a cake layer with a spatula. Gently place a
second cake layer on the filling. Mix VelveTop® Vanilla
Liquid Non-Dairy Icing and Mi Panadería® Strawberry Filling
to desired flavor. Base ice the cake with mixture. Using a
star tip, swirl the icing in an up and down pattern around
the sides of the cake. Pipe a shell border around the
top edge of the cake. Dip fresh strawberries into the Mi
Panadería® Strawberry Filling and Glaze and place on the
cake as shown.
• 00499865 Bakers Request™ White Cake Mix
• 00464561 VelveTop™ Vanilla Non-Dairy Icing
• Select™ Strawberry Filling and Glaze

Bake 8” round Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food cake layers.
Mix VelveTop® Vanilla Liquid Non-Dairy Icing and Mi
Panadería® Strawberry Filling to desired flavor. Smooth the
mixture over first layer of cake with a spatula. Gently place
a second cake layer on the icing. Then use the mixture to
ice the sides and top of the cake. Heat the Triple Chocolate
Icing and pipe thin lines of it in a grid pattern over the
top of the cake. Pipe 4 rosettes on the top of the cake.
Gently press Dark Chocolate Shavings around the base. Dip
strawberries and place them on the cake as shown.
•
•
•
•

00495128 Dawn® Bakers Request™ Devils Food Cake Mix
00464561 Dawn® VelveTop™ Vanilla Non-Dairy Icing
Select™ Strawberry Filling and Glaze
00929549 Dawn® Triple Chocolate Icing
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Oreo® Chocolate Dreams

Oreo® Chocolate Mint Dreams

A single layer Oreo cake will tempt your customers to
forget their diets. The creamy icing and crunchy crushed
cookies create a texture that appeals to the kid in everyone.

A single layer Oreo mint cake will tempt your customers
to forget their diets. This nostalgic combination is a trend
your customers are looking for in the cakes they want to
purchase.

Bake 8” Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food cake layers. Base
ice single layers with Double Chocolate VelveTop™. Pipe
6 rosettes around the top of the cake. Gently place Oreo
cookies between the rosettes. Gently press crushed cookies
around the base of the cake.
• 00495128 Bakers Request™ Devils Food Cake Mix
• 00464579 VelveTop® Chocolate Pre-Whipped Non-Dairy
Icing and Filling
• Oreo® Cookies
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Bake single 8” Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food cake layers.
Base ice each one with mint icing. Pipe 6 rosettes around
the top of the cake. Gently place Oreo cookies between the
rosettes. Gently press crushed cookies around the base of
the cake.
• 00495128 Bakers Request™ Devils Food Cake Mix
• 00976590 VelveTop™ Vanilla Non-Dairy Icing, mint extract,
and green food coloring
• Mint Oreo® Cookies
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“Let it Snow” Holiday Cake

“Holly Jolly Christmas” Cake

Get more bang for your buck at Christmas by selling single
layer cakes! Deliciously decorated holiday cakes will drive
impulse sales and cost you less in supplies and labor.

Similar to our “Let it Snow” Holiday Cake, you can get
more bang for your buck at Christmas by selling single layer
cakes! Deliciously decorated holiday cakes will drive impulse
sales and cost you less in supplies and labor.

Bake single 8” Bakers Request™ White cake layers. Base
ice each one with Vanilla VelveTop™. Drag a comb around
the cake through the VelveTop™. Pipe rosettes around the
top and in the center of the cake. Gently press Christmas
sprinkles around the base of the cake. Drop more sprinkles
around the top of the cake for additional color.
• 00499865 Bakers Request™ White Cake Mix

Bake single 8” Bakers Request™ Devil’s Food cake layers.
Base ice each one with Double Chocolate VelveTop™.
Drag a comb around the cake through the VelveTop™.
Pipe rosettes around the top and in the center of the cake.
Gently press Christmas sprinkles around the base of the
cake. Drop more sprinkles around the top of the cake for
additional color.

• 00464561 VelveTop™ Vanilla Non-Dairy Icing
• 00495128 Bakers Request™ Devils Food Cake Mix
• 00464579 VelveTop® Chocolate Pre-Whipped Non-Dairy
Icing and Filling
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While you’re concentrating on bringing joy to your customers,
we’re bringing you the solutions that make your job easier.

Contact us at 1.800.248.1144 or dawnfoods.com

